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Proposed Plan Change #73 – Feb 2021
Māpua & Districts Community Association (MDCA) thanks TDC for this opportunity to give feedback.

General:

1 The three week time frame given to MDCA to review and submit a submission during January is a huge
expectation and is considered by MDCA as extremely unreasonable.

2 MDCA would like to ask that no plan changes or the like be presented to or submission dates close for
general public input during the months of December and January.

3 The way in which the Proposed Plan Change #73 was presented it was not easy to understand that the
majority of the plan was a tidy up of Indicative Reserves that had gained reserve status. MDCA wish to thank
Jeremy Butler for making time to meet with MDCA representatives to go through the proposed changes in
person. This meeting was very helpful.

Indicative Reserve which have gain Reserve Status:

4 MDCA are grateful that these reserves have now been acquired by TDC

Indicative Reserves that have been removed due to TDC not wanting them as a reserve:

5 MDCA would like the Indicative Reserve along Mapua Drive where the large gum trees are located to remain
in place for the following reasons:-

a) A reserve located in this position along Mapua Drive would give an alternative open space for
residents on both sides of Mapua Drive. (see Appendix A)

b) It would also allow an off road alternative walking/cycling link directly onto Mapua Drive from the
deferred residential land and indicative roading network to the south of the Indicative Reserve area.
(see Appendix A)

c) The Gums on this plot and significant value in respect of carbon sequestration and it would be a
shame for them to be removed to make way for houses.

6 The three parcels of Indicative Reserve TDC are proposing to remove on the southern side of Higgs road is
understandable considering there is a huge parcel of land further to the west along Higgs Road that has QEII
status.
However, if these Indicative Reserves are removed then it is imperative the following inclusions are made:-

a) If or when these areas open up for residential developments that smaller local reserve spaces are
included within the residential land development. (See Appendix A)

b) If or when residential development occurs that off road walking/cycleway links are made not only
between new and existing road networks but also in several location to & from the reserve areas
around the coastal margins.  (see Appendix A)
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Indicative Roads:

7 MDCA has voiced on several occasions the huge importance to not allow further roading networks to exit
directly onto Aranui Road.
It is the wish of MDCA that the current Indicative Road exiting onto Aranui Road be removed and becomes
an Indicative Walkway / Cycleway only. (see Appendix A)

8 Catherine Road to Seaton Valley:
MDCA had been lead to believe by a member of the Parks & Reserves team that the area adjoining Catherine
Reserve and between the linking road from Catherine Road to Seaton Valley would be reserve that acts as a
storm water retention pond area with surrounding native plantings with walkways / cycleways meandering
through the area.
Hence, MDCA are shocked to see within this Proposed Plan Change that TDC has the intention of only
providing a pocket sized reserve to the west with a huge area for planned for housing.
MDCA do not support this intention.
Please see Appendix B which shows how MDCA would like this area to be configured.

Indicative Walkways / Cycleways:

9 MDCA cannot emphasis enough how important it is to our community to ensure a ‘village feel’ is valued and
preserved with all future development proposals.
To help achieve this it is vital off road linking walk/cycle ways are not only planned for but actually achieved.

10 The community would feel hugely reassured to know TDC also value this wish by ensuring Indicative
Walkways / Cycleways are included within all planning maps.

11 MDCA have taken this opportunity to make some suggestions with regard future linking off road walk/cycle
ways. (see Appendix’s A)

Coastal Esplanade Strip:

12 MDCA wish to acknowledge and thank TDC for its ongoing work in acquiring the land required to provide a
public esplanade stripe along the foreshore between Mapua Leisure Park and Old Mill Walkway.

Commercial Zoned Land corner of Aranui Road and Tahi Street:

13 MDCA acknowledge this change is a tidy up of many differing boundaries on different TDC documents and to
ensure compliance with the Ministry of Environments conditions placed on TDC with regard the percentage
of the area to be used for Commercial and Recreational at the time of the official land handover after the
Fruitgrowers Chemical clean up was completed.

14 MDCA are disappointed that this means an increase to the commercial land area at this location.

Kind Regards

Marion Satherley
MDCA Chair
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